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Abstract
The Late Triassic (Norian) Dan River Basin, is a continuous gas assessment unit A. The rift-lacustrine basin, formed from the opening of the
Atlantic Ocean, is filled with Triassic strata divided into five formations that in ascending stratigraphic order are: (1) the Pine Hall, (2) Walnut
Cove, (3) Dry Fork, (4) Cow Branch, and (5) Stoneville formations. The NCGS’s 2015 Town of Walnut Cove SO-C-01-15 was continuously
cored to a depth of 1477 feet ending in metamorphic basement rocks (Reid and others, 2015). The core hole investigated the basins
unconventional hydrocarbon resource potential, apparently cored all the Pine Hall Formation, and afforded the opportunity to designate its type
section. We designated the Pine Hall Fm. type section from a depth of 423.7 feet to 1451.2 feet, including a basal pebble conglomerate from a
depth of 1414.5 ft to 1451.2 feet immediately above the unconformable Paleozoic metamorphic basement contact.
Most of the Pine Hall Fm. consists of recurring fining upward packages of gray, medium- to coarse-grained sandstone frequently calcareous
deposited as 4-6-inch high foreset cross bed packages 1-10 feet-thick capped by either red siltstone, or gray to black, organic-rich siltstone or
mudstone with diverse pedogenic features. Moderate porosity and permeability suggests the Pine Hall Fm. as a potential reservoir for
continuous hydrocarbon accumulations. The shale and siltstone beds that are interbedded with coarser-grained strata may act as effective seals.
Previous workers did not designate a type section due to lack of stratigraphically informative, continuous sections. Olsen and others (2015)
designated a lectostratotype from 573.0-806.2 foot core depth in nearby core hole SO-C-02-81, where it consists primarily of red clastic rocks
with abundant carbonate nodules and mottled strata of pedogenic origin.
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Abstract
The Late Triassic (Norian) Dan River basin, is a continuous gas assessment unit (AU). The riftlacustrine basin, formed from the opening of the Atlantic Ocean, is filled with Triassic strata divided into five formations that in ascending stratigraphic order are: 1) the Pine Hall, 2) Walnut
Cove, 3) Dry Fork, 4) Cow Branch and 5) Stoneville formations.
The North Carolina Geological Survey’s (NCGS) 2015 “Town of Walnut Cove” drill hole (SO-C01-15) was continuously cored to a depth of 1,477 ft ending in metamorphic basement rocks
(Reid and others, 2015). The core hole investigated the basin’s unconventional hydrocarbon resource potential, apparently cored all the Pine Hall Formation, and afforded the opportunity to
designate its type section.
We designated the Pine Hall Formation type section from a depth of 423.7 ft to 1,451.2 ft,
including a basal pebble conglomerate from a depth of 1,414.5 ft to 1,451.2 ft immediately
above the unconformable Paleozoic metamorphic basement contact. Most of the Pine Hall Formation consists of recurring fining upward “packages” of gray, medium- to coarse-grained sandstone (frequently calcareous) deposited as 4-6-inch high foreset cross bed packages (~1-10 ftthick) capped by either red siltstone, or gray- to black, organic-rich siltstone or mudstone with
diverse pedogenic features. Moderate porosity and permeability suggest the Pine Hall Formation as a potential reservoir for continuous hydrocarbon accumulations. The shale and siltstone
beds that are interbedded with coarser-grained strata may act as effective seals.
Earlier studies did not designate a type section due to lack of stratigraphically informative,
continuous sections. Olsen and others (2015) designated a lectostratotype from 573.0-806.2 ft
core depth in nearby core hole SO-C-02-81, where it consists primarily of red clastic rocks with
abundant carbonate nodules and mottled strata of pedogenic origin.

2,000 ft.

Town of Walnut Cove parcels in area of interest (bordered in red). The “Town of Walnut
Cove” (SO-C-01-15) stratigraphic core hole was drilled on the triangular-shaped parcel
(center right of field of view). A railroad track and the Town Fork Creek lies immediately
to the northwest of the parcel.

Dan River basin scientific drilling objectives
State-funded continuous wire line diamond drill coring in the Dan River basin was undertaken in June 2015 to further evaluate the State’s Triassic rift / lacustrine basins for on-shore
hydrocarbon potential. Drilling objectives were to provide scientific and technical data to
improve the understanding of the Dan River basin including portions of Stokes County, NC.
Reid and others (2015) provided preliminary information about this core hole. The extensive
organic-rich, thermally mature lacustrine rocks are a potential gas resource, are gas prone,
and are a petroleum system.
Core hole (SO-C-01-15) “Town of Walnut Cove,” was drilled in June 2015 on land owned by
the Town of Walnut Cove, and was the basin’s first core hole since 1981. The core hole is
located at 36o17’30.62”N., -80o07’36.87”W. with an approximate collar elevation of 604 ft
above sea level. The main core hole was drilled to a depth of 1,477 ft. A sidetrack core
(SO-C-01A-15) was drilled from the same collar at 2o from vertical to a depth of 277 ft. The
cores are down dip, basinward, and slightly northeast of core (SO-C-02-81) drilled in 1981.
There are no known seismic lines or oil and gas wells in this basin.
The core hole penetrated the basement (probable metavolcanic rocks) at a depth of
1,451.2 ft and reached a total depth of 1,477 ft. A pebble conglomerate beginning
at a depth of 1,414.2 ft indicated the approaching basement contact. The entire Pine Hall
Formation was penetrated. The Pine Hall Formation as cored by this drill hole is designated
the new type section for that formation as described herein. The Pine Hall Formation contains
previously unknown thin intervals of organic mudstone, more extensive coal, and coaly intervals
than noted in earlier geologic reports. It is unknown if these reflect limited local deposition, or
more widespread lacustrine strata basinward – a hypothesis to be tested by future drilling.
About 325 ft of organic lacustrine sediment (apparently the entire Walnut Cove Formation)
was penetrated between 98 ft to 423.7 ft.
The side track core hole (SO-C-01A-15) was drilled about 2o from vertical, and was
advanced to a total depth of 277 ft to fully recover a coal and coaly section previously
penetrated but partly lost in the main core hole. Beginning at a depth of 253.1 ft, coring
recovered at least three feet of coal followed by organic mudstone, and coaly black organic
matter and silt stones. Fluid inclusion stratigraphy confirmed the presence of hydrocarbons
and helium, and a total petroleum system.
Organic analyses, mineralogy, rock mechanics data, and high pressure air / mercury capillary
pressure (MICP) porosity and permeabiltiy data were obtained.

Designation of the Pine Hall Formation type section

Wire line core drill used for the Town of Walnut Cove (SO-C-01-15) stratigraphic core
hole. The drill rig is a truck mounted Christianson CT-14 core drill. Visible in the
photograph are support vehicles, some of the drill rods, cement (covered with black
plastic), and logging table (under white tent).

Geologic map of the Dan River basin (from Reid and others, 2017).

Olsen and others (2015) who redefined the stratigraphy of the Dan River basin, described
the Pine Hall Formation as “The basal formation of the Dan River basin is the Pine Hall Formation, established by Thayer (1970) that consists largely of coarse clastic rocks and interbedded
sandstones and red mudstones. We intend its use to be similar to that intended by Thayer (1970)
and Thayer and others (1970). In most areas, there is a lower conglomeritic, largely tan portion and
an upper mostly red sandstone and mudstone interval. Locally, silicified logs are present in the
tan sandstone dominated units (Emmons, 1856; Stone, 1910; Thayer, 1970; Thayer and others,
1970) and reptile bones occur locally (P. Huber, pers. comm., 2014). The Pine Hall Formation is
about 200 m thick in the area of its lectostratotype (below).
The contact with the overlying Walnut Cove Formation is marked by the presence of gray
sandstone and mudstone with a much lower frequency of red mudstone. This transition can be
seen in detail in both SO-C-01-81 and SO-C-02-81 cores. Where the Walnut Cove Formation is
absent, Pine Hall clastic rocks can be differentiated from the overlying Dry Fork Formation by the
presence of more abundant red strata in in the Pine Hall. The Pine Hall Formation appears to
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Persistent thin coals or thin coaly beds or laminae recur throughout the Pine Hall
Formation but mostly below a depth of 1,289 feet. Previous workers described some thin
coals in the Dan River basin (Stone, 1910; Chance, 1885). However, the coals and coaly
intervals encountered in this drill hole are somewhat thicker and more frequent than
previously reported.
A few high angle fractures occur in these strata. They are fully healed, up to several
inches in length, generally less than one-eigth-inch-wide, and are filled initially with a
carbonate mineral followed by vein-center quartz. The transition stratigraphically upward
into the Walnut Cove Formation occurs at a core hole depth of about 423 feet where coarse
foreset gray cross bedded sandstone gives way to dark gray- to black organic-rich strata
of the Walnut Cove Formation. The entire Pine Hall Formation was penetrated.
The lectostratotype for the Pine Hall Formation is from 573.0-806.2 feet core depth in
drill hole SO-C-02-81, where it consists primarily of red clastic rocks with abundant
carbonate nodules and mottled strata of probable pedogenic origin (Olsen and others,
2015).

pinch out against basement in the northern half of the Virginia segment of the Dan River
Basin....
Thayer (1970) did not designate a type section for the Pine Hall Formation due to
lack of stratigraphically-informative, continuous sections. Therefore, we designate a
lectostratotype for the Pine Hall Formation from 174.7-245.7 m (573.0-806.2 ft.)
core depth, corresponding to 167.8-236.2 m stratigraphic depth, in the SO-C-02-81
core, where it consists primarily of red clastic rocks with abundant carbonate nodules
and mottled strata of probable pedogenic origin....”
We designated the Pine Hall Formation type section from a depth of 423.7 ft to
1,451.2 ft, including a basal pebble conglomerate from a depth of 1,414.5 ft to 1,451.2 ft
immediately above the unconformable Paleozoic metamorphic basement contact. This
designation takes priority over the lectostratotype of Olsen and others (2015).
Moderate porosity and permeability may indicate the Pine Hall Formation as a
potential reservoir for continuous hydrocarbon accumulations. The shale and siltstone
beds that are interbedded with coarser-grained strata may act as effective seals. See
photomicrograph (lower left - this panel) of the typical coarse-grained sandstone of the
Pine Hall Formation.

Interpreted depositional features

Pine Hall Formation description in the type section
Reid and others (2015; 2017a,b) described the Pine Hall Formation in this drill hole.
The basal pebble conglomerate of the Pine Hall Formation above the basement elevation
was penetrated at 1,451.2 feet. The pebble conglomerate extends upward to 1,415.5 feet
(about 35.7 feet of thickness). There is an abrupt transition at that point upward into red
siltstone with laminations and very small scale cross-bedding. Rooting, mottling, and
pedogenic features are common.
Most of the Pine Hall Formation consists of recurring fining upward “packages” of gray,
medium- to coarse-grained sandstone (frequently calcareous) deposited as 4-6-inch high
foreset cross bed packages ~1-10 ft-thick) capped by either red siltstone or gray to black,
organic-rich siltstone or mudstone with diverse pedogenic feature. Individual foreset cross
beds fine upward and into planar beds as water currents waned. The upper portion of the
siltstone sequence frequently exhibits mottled, rooted, and burrowed pedogenic features
that range from five to about 40 feet thick.
The succeeding depositional package begins with a similar sandstone “package”, indicating the beginning of the next fining upward sequence scours into the top of the previous siltstone. The base of nearly all “packages” is marked by gravely and / or coarse-grained
sandstone. Water depths were very shallow. The sandstones probably represent braided
channels, and in some cases, very thin, or isolated, distal distributary channels in lacustrine
strata.
The gray- to black organic-rich mudstone average about 1-3 feet in thickness. They are
commonly laminated; individual laminae fine upward, and there are numerous small-scale
cross beds. The gray- to black organic-rich mudstones may occur with or without a red
siltstone. Where they occur with a red siltstone, they most commonly cap a fining-upward
sequence. Like the red siltstones, they are frequently mottled, rooted and exhibit pedogenic
features. Where pedogenic features are extensive, the color of the rock becomes purple or
red purple. It is unknown if the organic mudstone was deposited only locally on a fan delta
surface, or if it portends thicker organic strata basinward. A step-out basinward core drill
hole would be needed to test this.

Fining up to the left

Examples of interpreted depositional features of the Pine Hall Formation are shown in
the drill core intervals. The yellow background surrounding the core corresponds to the
Pine Hall Formation as shown in the drill log.
The upper core interval shows a typical fining upward sequence. Coarse, basal gravels
are incised into the top of the preceding mudstone sequence that capped a previous
depositional interval. The gravels fine upward quickly to coarse sand that was transported
and deposited in braided streams. Rapidly falling water levels across the tops of the
deposited sand features result in planar bedding and small amplitude cross beds.
When active sand deposition ceased, silt and mud started to be deposited in shallow,
oxygenated water. Small-scale cross-beds and planar features reflect deposition in realtively
quiet water. Rooting and burrowing increased as active sediment deposition ceased.
The upper part of the depositional sequence may be red or black reflecting the
amount of available organic matter. A pulse of coarse gravel and / or coarse-grained sandstone downcutting into the top of the previous cycle initiates the next fining upward
sequence.

Composition of the basal conglomerate
The Pine Hall Formation conglomerate consists of approximately 62% rock clasts and
fragments and 38% matrix, with trace quartz veins with calcite. Of the rock fragments and
clasts 82% were igneous, metavolcanic, metasedimentary, and sedimentary rock fragments,
17% white quartz clasts and fragments, and 1% other, which includes mudstone and
carbonate. The size of rock fragments and clasts ranged from 3 mm by 2 mm to
approximately 100 mm by 46 mm; numerous clasts were truncated in size by the core
barrel. Carbonate-filled fractures in some pebbles document post lithification faulting.
Point counting was conducted on the entire length of the Pine Hall Formation conglomerate
penetrated in drill hole SO-C-01-15. A total of 1,055 points were counted.
The matrix (37.8%) is composed of red-brown, grey, and grey-black mudstone to grey
fine-, fine to medium-, and medium to coarse-grained sandstone, with a minor carbonaceous
(coaly) interval. The sandstone matrix is generally grey in color, contains well-rounded grains,
has trace amounts of mica and heavy minerals, trace amounts of pyrite, and minor iron oxide
staining. The coarser grained sandstone intervals commonly contain larger fragments of rock
and quartz that are subangular- to subrounded. Minor carbonaceous intervals are black in
color and commonly contain pyrite bands. Some quartz veins, with possibly calcite (positive
dilute HCl reaction), were observed and comprise approximately 0.4% of the Pine Hall
Formation conglomerate.

.

Map showing geology of the southern portions of Dan River basin in North Carolina. Three
1981 core holes (SO-C-01-81; SO-C-02-81; RC-C-01-81) along with “The Town of Walnut
Cove” stratigraphic core hole SO-C-01-15 and sidetrack SO-C-01A-15 drilled in June 2015.
Generalized cross section line location shown as orange line.

NW

SE

Generalized cross section across the Dan River basin (from Olsen and others, 2015). Its
location, shown in the figure immediately above is from the eastern basin margin to the
basin’s western margin. A thin coal and carbonaceous interval is present in North
Carolina but not in the Virginia portion of the basin.
The stratigraphic scheme (in ascending stratigraphic order) used here is based on
Olsen and others (2015) and slightly different from that used by Milici and others (2012).
Abbreviations are:
- TRScg, Stoneville Formation conglomerate facies;
- TRSs-slt, Stoneville Formation, sandstone-siltstone facies;
- TRCb, Cow Branch Formation;
- TRCbcg, Cow Branch Formation, conglomerate facies;
- TRdf, Dry Fork Formation;
- TRdfcg, Dry Fork Formation conglomerate facies;
- TRWc, Walnut Cove Formation;
- TRWccg, Walnut Cove Formation, conglomerate facies
- THPh, Pine Hall Formation; and
- TRPhcg, Pine Hall Formation conglomerate facies.

Pine Hall Formation - Panel 1

Stratigraphy for the Deep River and Dan River basins; this is slightly different than that
used by Milici and others, 2012. The lacustrine strata are colored gray in the Deep River
basin part of the figure, and colored green for the Dan River basin portion of the figure.
The Cumnock Formation (Deep River basin) and the Cow Branch and Walnut Cove
formations (Dan River basin) are the organic source rocks and unconventional reservoirs
(red ovals).
The Deep River basin stratigraphy is from Reinemund (1955), and the stratigraphy
for the Dan River basin is from Olsen and others (2015). The Cumnock Formation and Walnut
Cove Formation are interpreted as early Norian Age (225-227 Ma); the Cow Branch Formation
is late-early to middle Norian Age (217-222 Ma) (Olsen and others, 2015).

(a)
(c)
(b)
Photomicrographs of the Pine Hall Formation from core hole SO-C-01-15: (a) coarse-grained
portion of the Pine Hall Formation (cross polarized light - depth 1,284 ft); (b),(c) faulted pebbles
in the Pine Hall Formation (SO-C-01-15; depth 1,437 ft) conglomerate (depth 1,437.5 ft). Faults
show offset and are filled with carbonate minerals. The faulted nature of the pebbles is
consistent with field relations that indicate post lithification faulting of the conglomerates.

Basal conglomerate

Approximate contact between the Pine Hall
Formation and basement.

Black bar on stratigraphic column
corresponds to cores.
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Geologic setting of continuous gas and oil accumulations relative to discrete accumulations in structural or stratigraphic
traps (modified and adapted from Schmoker and others, 1995).
The elements of a total petroleum system (TPS) shown in this diagram are present in both the Deep River- and Dan River
basins. Modified from Schmoker and others, 1995. The Pine Hall Formation is a potential reservoir for hydrocarbons in the
Dan River basin.

Porosity and permeability of the Pine Hall Formation
*gray coarse sandstone; foreset cross bedded

Porosity and permeability were determined by MICP to provide pore aperture frequency
distribution down to nanometer-scale diameter (see Table 1 and figure below).

coarse sandy channel deposit with basal coarse gravel; fining upward sequence; possible braided channel
gray gravel to coarse sand that fines up; cross bedded; basal scour contact
fining upward sandy channel deposit with basal coarse gravel; fining upward sequence; possible braided channel
basal gravel; erosional basal contact at bottom of interval
medium to fine grained sand; high angle fractures (503'-505') filled with white mineral; gravelly base from 516' to 519'
coarse gravels- angular, fining upward
black fine to very fine mudstone; well laminated; horizontal bedding with numerous basal partings; Bioturbation Index (BI) of 3-4; fine scale (mm) graded bedding throughout
red/gray mottled pedogenic surface with carbonate nodules; extensive root mottling and bioturbation
coarse sand grading into mudstone above; slickenslide at basal plane slips (537')
gray siltstone grading upward into mudstone at the top; good loading structures; cross bedding in silty layers, silt waves with local mud drape; gradational contact with red pedogenic unit below
red/maroon colored pedogenic unit; abundant local root casts; more massive and few indistinct lamina
gravel base with mud clasts that grades into a fine sand at the top; large quartz clasts in the gravel; high angle filled fractures from 569'-570.5'
red mudstone that grades down into a gray mottled siltstone; pedogenic oxidized surface that grades down to top of braided channel

Table 1. MICP Porosity and Permeability Results for the "Town of Walnut
Cove" core hole SO-C-01015, Pine Hall Formation, Dan River basin.

gravel base that fines upward into fine sands; has prominent foresets;

600

Sample
Num Well Code Sample
num.
30 SO-C-01-15 1272.3

gray fine to very fine sandstone; very thinly bedded; thin mud at 613.5', 614.5' and 625'

gravel base that fines upward into fine muddy sand; foreset bedding at bottom, planar bedding towards top of interval; mud rip ups in basal gravel; gravel is granules with quartz

650

coarsening up sequence of medium to coarse sand; mud clasts/rip ups at 658'; braided channel; basal scour grade upward into next cycle
gray medium to fine sand; fines upward
gray medium to fine sand with recurring graded beds at 4-6 in interval with minor crossbeds; upper 2 ft fine sand; mud clasts at 669'

25 SO-C-01-15

1.48E-05

3.2823

1.57E-02

1290.5 1290.5

1.765

1.77E-05

2.7636

1.02E-02

1296

5.646

2.95E+00

2.6596

2.66E+00

1310.5 1310.5

1.972

2.95E-05

2.8335

1.24E-02

1323

1.488

1.27E-05

2.9051

9.56E-03

4 SO-C-01-15

1339.5 1339.5

0.948

4.99E-06

2.7345

9.09E-03

38 SO-C-01-15

1431.6 1431.6

1.255

5.75E-06

2.7623

5.71E-03

gray medium to fine sand grading up from the bottom

14 SO-C-01-15

red and gray mudstone; heavily rooted, mottled, and mud cracks, reduction zones present; caliche at 720'

10 SO-C-01-15

gray coarse to fine sand grading upwards; planar bedding common; graded sets 2-4" in height
red mudstone with caliche, mostly blocky with an ~6" gray mud at the bottom of the interval; some mottling, rip-up clasts, occasional cross beds, very calcareous; 745.7'- copper in high angle fracture; 745.5'-747' and 749'-750'- caliche

750

1.071

17 SO-C-01-15

red mudstone; root mottled and mud cracks; pyrite and carbonate(?) in reduction halos ; carbonate nodules at 692.5'

700

1284

21 SO-C-01-15

red/brown pedogenic surface, oxidized, and substantially rooted/burrowed soil- no carbonate
gray fine to very fine sand with foreset beds and some graded bedding

1284

analyzed by PoroTechnology
Depth Porosity Perm.
Den
Median
(ft)
(%)
(md)
(g/cc)
Pore Size
1272.3
2.576 2.81E-05 2.8437 9.11E-03

1296
1323

gray medium to fine sand, cross bedded, basal scour at 1st foot grades into cross bedded sand with a rapid upward grade to the paleosol with caliche
red mudstone with mottled appearance, root traces, rip up clasts, and soft sediment deformation; rapid gradation contact with interval below
gray coarse to medium sand with mostly planar bedding; some crossbeds 2-3" in height; fault with 1-2mm offset at 773.5'-774.5'
gravelly base with medium gray sand fining upward into fine gray sand
coarse to medium planar bedded sand; very few cross beds
cross bedded v. coarse to coarse sand; foresets decrease upward into planar bedding
gravel base grading into cross bedded very coarse sand with foreset dominated cross beds; qtz along foresets; OM rip up clasts at 806.5'
coarse sand with a gravelly base; basal scour grades up (1ft) into coarse sand into planar bedding; localized burrows at 809'; organic matter (OM) lens at 807'-808'

800

red laminated mudstone with some relict fabric preserved; minor sand pules (med to fine) at 824'-825'

Plot of MICP porosity vs. MICP permeability
for core holes in the Dan River basin.

basal gravel grading into coarse to medium sized sands; channel and braided stream transition with foreset beds to cross beds to planar beds; pedogenic surface at top of interval has extensive oxidation

850

gray mudstone; organic rich lower section of interval is siltier with 1-2mm thick graded upward laminae with frequent cross laminations that cut previous cross beds
gravel base grading into coarse to medium sands; braided stream sequence with lower section of foreset beds that are topped by planar beds; steep vertical fracture filled with white mineral calcite along the margins and quartz in the center
(867.5'-869')
gravel base grading into medium to fine sand with foreset bedding, with increasing planar bedding of fine sands toward the top of the interval; some OM present along lamination in planar beds; pyrite also observed with the OM

red mudstone with abundant root casts and iron reduction
red mudstone with heavy pedogenic texture; calcite rich clasts (caliche-like); root casts; laminations are barely visible; oxidized

XRD Mineralogy (wt %) Key:
.

Clay- Chlorite
Clay- Kaolinite
Clay- Illite/Mica
Clay- Mx Vs*
Carb.- Calcite
Carb.- Dolomite
Carb.- Dolomite (Fe/Ca)
Carb.- Siderite
Other- Quartz
Other- K-spar
Other- Plagioclase
Other- Pyrite
Other- Laumontite
Other- Hematite
Other- Magnetite
Other- Amphibole^
Other- Barite
TOTAL- Clays
TOTAL- Carbonate
TOTAL- Other

1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

black mudstone, heavily mottled/bioturbated (BI=6-7); red mudstone at top of interval; some mud rip up clasts at 954'; contact with sand interval below is abrupt
gray coarse to fine channel sands that grade upward from the basal scour into foreset beds (4-6" in height) to planar beds at the top.
gray medium to very fine channel sands that fine upward; then planar beds of fine to medium sand
gray coarse to medium channel sands that fine upward; basal coarse sand grades up into medium sand with foreset beds; pyrite associated with OM fragments throughout interval (see 986', 990.5', 992', 995', and 1001')
gray to black mudstone with root mottling and bioturbation
red mudstone; laminated; pedogenic features common, locally caliche-like; transitional profile on top of braided channel that largely fines up
gray coarse to fine channel sands that grade upward from the basal scour into foreset beds to planar beds at the top.
red mudstone, pedogenic features common- mottling; iron reduction zone
gray medium to very fine sands that fine upward; mostly planar beds with a few cross beds; contains numerous healed fractures with minor offsets- fractures filled with white mineral (qtz/calcite?)
red mudstone; root mottled paleosol
gray coarse to fine sand; planar beds with some cross beds
gray coarse sand with foreset bedding; pyrite at bottom of interval- associated with OM
gray coarse sand with foreset beds that rapidly fines up into fine sand (planar beds) and is capped by a black coaly mudstone (6")
gray coarse sand with foreset beds that rapidly fines up into fine sand (planar beds) and is capped by a black coaly mudstone (6")
black mudstone, well laminated with many cross beds
gray v. coarse to medium sand that fines upward from the basal scour into foreset beds to planar beds at the top.
black mudstone, with multiple fining up graded beds with mud laminae and silt waves, complex cross bedding, and micro laminations; some root mottling and possible plant or spore fossils; granules at bottom of interval appear to be quartz and
feldspars
gray pebbly to medium sand; gravelly base with 1/2" quartz and feldspars (pink) that grades up into coarse to medium sand with gravelly clasts and foreset beds and cross beds; small "avalanche" section at 1097.5' to 1101'; high angle filled fractures
filled with white mineral
black mudstone; well laminated
red mudstone; pedogenic with minor bioturbation/mottling (BI=1-2) with laminations preserved; localized granules (1118.5'-1119') and caliche
gray v. coarse to medium sand with planar bedding
gray v. coarse to medium sand with foreset bedding; mudstone wedge at 1131'
black mudstone; well laminated
gray coarse to medium sand with graded foresets, cross beds, and planar beds (medium grained); high angle (45-50 degrees) fractures filled with white mineral (calcite rim and quartz core)
gray coarse to medium sand with graded foresets and planar beds (med grained); high angle (45-50 degrees) fractures filled with white mineral (calcite rim and quartz core); pyrite associated with OM at 1139.5'; pyrite framboid clusters along OM
laminae
gray v. coarse to coarse sand with basal scour to medium to coarse sand with normal and reverse bedding; gray mudstone wedge at 1150'
red mudstone, pedogenic with minor cross beds; lots of granules; has patchy appearance in pedogenic texture
red fine to medium sand with localized pedogenic intervals; mixed intervals of cross beds and planar beds; some coarsening up pulses reflecting sediment surges
gray coarse to medium sand fining up from a coarse basal scour into foreset beds and planar beds at the top of the interval
red mudstone; laminated with a fine sand layers in the bottom foot; localized pedogenic patches
medium to fine sand with a scoured basal contact that fines up from foreset beds into planar beds; healed fractures in the bottom 1.5' of the interval; OM & black clay layer at 1186.5'
red laminated fine grained sand with a mottled/pedogenic appearance
gray coarse to medium sand; contains rip up clasts of black mud
red laminated sandy mudstone; pedogenic features and root mottling
gray sand, coarse at base that fines up into fine grained sand and mudstone; contains graded bed at base
red v. fine sandy mudstone, well laminated, localized burrows, root mottling in pedogenic surfaces; primary bedding remains; oxidized; planar bedding common
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Total:

The Pine Hall Formation is a potential reservoir for hydrocarbons in the Dan River basin. It is composed of
conglomerate, very coarse sandstones to mudstones that form discrete, but recurring, fining upward fluvial
deposits. These were likely deposited as an alluvial fan, with possible fan-delta elements that prograded
episodically into organic-rich lacustrine environments and deposits. The mudstone beds that are interbedded
with coarser grained strata may act effectively as seals.
We designated the Pine Hall Formation type section from a drilled depth of 423.7 ft to 1,451.2 ft, including a basal pebble
conglomerate from a depth from 1,414.5 ft to 1,451.2 ft - immediately above the unconformable Paleozoic metamorphic
basement contact in drill hole SO-C-01-15.
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red and gray mudstone with some fine grained sand; heavily rooted, mottled
gray coarse grained sand with foreset beds, grades up slightly to medium sand towards top of interval
red mudstone with extensive pedogenic features with root mottling
gray to black fine sand that fines upwards
gray to black granules to medium sand that fines upwards; foreset beds common
gray coarse sand with foreset beds; contains metamorphic rock fragments
carbonaceous mudstone with coaly laminae; well formed silt lamina with clay drapes; silt and OM in graded beds with complex sedimentology
gray coarse to medium sand; foreset bed dominated
gravel that grades up; contains metamorphic rock fragments (biotite gneiss, metaigneous, quartz, and epidote); matrix is coarse sand with possible planar bedding on foresets
black laminated mudstone; no bioturbation
red mudstone; upper-half slightly root mottled, bottom-half well laminated; some bedding and granules
gray siltstone with minor fine sand; graded bedding with silt laminae
red mudstone with minor pedogenic features; pyrite at 1318'
gray to black mudstone with pyrite in OM
coaly interval with coarse sand with foreset beds
gray mudstone with pyrite
v coarse sand and pebble conglomerate that is reverse graded
gray laminated mudstone; pyrite at base of interval
gray medium to coarse sand with mostly very thin planar bedding; upper 6" of interval is silty; graded beds and rip ups at bottom of interval
gray to black mudstone; laminated
coal with associated pyrite
gray mudstone with possible biogenic activity (white spots)
red mudstone; pedogenic- root mottling
gray medium sand, mostly planar bedded, some grading upward in bedding
red laminated mudstone with a color change to purple-red at 1360'; coaly layer at base of interval (1/4" thick)
gray coarse sand with black rip up clasts and pyrite at 1364'
gray medium to coarse sand with foreset beds and cross beds; pyrite associated with OM at 1366.5'
gray medium to coarse sand with foreset beds
pebble conglomerate with coarse sand matrix, contains metamorphic clasts (subrounded to subangular- biotite gneiss, metavolcanic?)
red mudstone; laminated with highly localized pedogenic features (rooting)
gray to red mudstone, transition, pedogenic- mottling
coarse to medium sand with pebbles (epidote clasts/volcanic fragments?) offset by faulting approx. 1/8"
red mudstone with considerable pedogenic features
red mudstone; no pedogenic features; pyrite at 1413'
v. coarse sand matrix with occasional pebbles and cobbles (gravels); pyrite associated with OM
dark green, highly foliated metamorphic rock; appears to be a mafic tuff and other metavolcanic rock
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red mudstone with very fine sand to silt along laminations visible at this scale; bedding is planar/flat lying
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gray medium grained gray sand that fines upwards, except uppermost foot is reverse bedded; basal contact shows scour and loading features; high angle fractures filled with white mineral at 894.5'-895.5'
red mudstone with a fine grained sand base that scours into the top of the black mud capping the next interval; extensive pedogenic features from root mottling and bioturbation (BI=1-2); halos around root casts
medium gray sand with 4-6" foresets that grades into a fine, planar bedded sand with a scoured black mud cap; scour at base of interval
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red mudstone with upper pedogenic zone with a cliché at the base (880.4'-886') that transitions to a laminated mudstone with granules from the bottom of the caliche to the bottom of the interval.
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